71. **An Earth-sized planet with an Earth-like density**
Pepe, F.; Collier-Cameron, A.; Latham, D. W.; et al.
Nature, 503, 377 (based on observations made with HARPS-N@TNG); Category: C

70. **Multi-epoch high-resolution spectroscopy of SN2011fe. Linking the progenitor to its environment**
Patat, F.; Cordiner, M. A.; Cox, N. L. J.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 549, A62 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

69. **Very Low-mass Stellar and Substellar Companions to Solar-like Stars from Marvels III: A Short-Period Brown Dwarf Candidate Around An Active G0iv Subgiant**
Ma, B.; Ge, J.; Barnes, R.; et al.
Astronomical Journal, 145, 20 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

68. **Black-hole masses of type 1 AGN in the XMM-Newton bright serendipitous survey**
Caccianiga, A.; Fanali, R.; Severgnini, P.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 549, A119 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

67. **A close-up view of a bipolar jet: Sub-arcsecond near-IR imaging of the high-mass protostar IRAS 20126+4104**
Cesaroni, R.; Massi, F.; Arcidiacono, C.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 549, A146 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

66. **Spin and activity of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko**
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 549, A121 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: C

65. **TNG DIMM working on Roque de los Muchachos**
de Gurtubai, A. G.; della Valle, A.; Molinari, E.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 429, 506 (based on data taken with the DIMM@TNG monitor); Category: E

64. **Surface composition and dynamical evolution of two retrograde objects in the outer solar system: 2008 YB3 and 2005 VD**
Pinilla-Alonso, N.; Alvarez-Candal, A.; Melita, M. D.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 550, A13 (partly based on observations made with DLORes and NICS@TNG); Category: C

63. **On the relationship between the H2 emission and the physical structure of planetary nebulae**
Marquez-Lugo, R. A.; Ramos-Larios, G.; Guerrero, M. A.; & Vazquez, R.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 429, 973 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: D

62. **Compact sources in the Bologna Complete Sample: high resolution VLA observations and optical data**
Liuzzo, E.; Buttiglione, S.; Giovannini, G.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 550, A76 (partly based on observations made with DLORes@TNG); Category: B

61. **Planck Intermediate Results. IV. The XMM-Newton validation programme for new Planck clusters**
Ade, P. A. R.; Aghanim, N.; Arnaud, M.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 550, A130 (partly based on observations made with DLORes@TNG); Category: A

60. **Exploring the spectroscopic properties of relic radiogalaxies**
Capetti, A.; Robinson, A.; Baldi, R. D.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 551, A55 (based on observations made with DLORes@TNG); Category: B

59. **Deep optical observations of the gamma-ray pulsar PSR J0007+7303 in the CTA 1 supernova remnant**
Mignani, R. P.; de Luca, A.; Rea, N.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 430, 1354 (partly based on observations made with DLORes@TNG); Category: D

58. **FitSKIRT: genetic algorithms to automatically fit dusty galaxies with a Monte Carlo radiative transfer code**
de Geyter, G.; Baes, M.; Fritz, J.; & Camps, P.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 550, A74 (partly based on observations made with DLORes@TNG); Category: B

57. **Identifying the location in the host galaxy of the short GRB 111117A with the Chandra subarcsecond position**
56. A coordinated optical and X-ray spectroscopic campaign on HD179949: searching for planet-induced chromospheric and coronal activity
Scandariato, G.; Maggio, A.; Lanza, A. F.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 552, A7 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

55. The puzzling merging cluster Abell 1914: new insights from the kinematics of member galaxies
Barrena, R.; Girardi, M.; & Boschin, W.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 430, 3453 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: A

54. Near-infrared spectroscopy of 1999 JU3, the target of the Hayabusa 2 mission
Pinilla-Alonso, N.; Lorenzi, V.; Campins, H.; de Leon, J.; & Licandro, J.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 552, A79 (based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C

53. Interacting Supernovae and Supernova Impostors. I. SN 2009ip, is this the end?
Pastorello, A.; Cappellaro, E.; Inserra, C.; et al.
Astrophysical Journal, 767, 1 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

52. Statistics of the structure components in S0s: implications for bar induced secular evolution
Laurikainen, E.; Salo, H.; Athanassoula, E.; et al.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 430, 3489 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: B

51. Nitrogen isotopes in AGB carbon stars and presolar SiC grains: a challenge for stellar nucleosynthesis
Hedrosa, R. P.; Abia, C.; Busso, M.; et al.
Astrophysical Journal, 768, L11 (based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

50. Testing different methods for atmospheric parameters determination. The case study of the Am star HD 71297
Catanzaro, G.; Ripepi, V.; & Bruntt, H.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 431, 3258 (based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D
49. The GAPS programme with HARPS-N at TNG. I: Observations of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect and characterisation of the transiting system Qatar-1
Covino, E.; Esposito, M.; Barbieri, M.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 554, A28 (based on observations made with HARPS-N@TNG); Category: C

48. Dust extinctions for an unbiased sample of gamma-ray burst afterglows
Covino, S.; Melandri, A.; Salvaterra, R.; et al.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 432, 1231 (partly based on observations made with DOloRes@TNG); Category: A

47. Very Low Mass Stellar and Substellar Companions to Solar-Like Stars From MARVELS V: A Low Eccentricity Brown Dwarf from the Driest Part of the Desert, MARVELS-6b
De Lee, N.; Ge, J.; Crepp, J. R.; et al.
Astronomical Journal, 145, 155 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D

46. The GAPS Programme with HARPS-N@TNG II: No giant planets around the metal-poor star HIP 11952
Desidera, S.; Sozzetti, A.; Bonomo, A. S.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 554, A29 (partly based on observations made with HARPS-N@TNG); Category: C

45. Two new ultra-cool benchmark systems from WISE+2MASS
Gomes, J. I.; Pinfield, D. J.; Marocco, F.; et al.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 431, 2745 (partly based on observations made with DOloRes@TNG); Category: D

44. The polarized Gamma-Ray Burst GRB 061122
Gotz, D.; Covino, S.; Fernandez-Soto, A.; Laurent, P; & Bosnjak, Z.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 431, 3550 (partly based on observations made with DOloRes and NICS@TNG); Category: A

43. On inferring extinction laws in z~6 quasars as signatures of supernova dust
Hjorth, J.; Vreeswijk, P. M.; Gall, C.; & Watson, D.
Astrophysical Journal, 768, 173 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: B

42. Photometry and taxonomy of trans-Neptunian objects and Centaurs in support of a Herschel key program
Perna, D.; Dotto, E.; Barucci, M. A.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 554, A49 (based on observations made with DOloRes@TNG); Category: C
41. **Super Luminous Ic Supernovae: catching a magnetar by the tail**
Inserra, C.; Smartt, S. J.; Jerkstrand, A.; et al.

*Astrophysical Journal, 770, 128 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D*

40. **Characteristics and large bulk density of the C-type main-belt triple asteroid (93) Minerva**
Marchis, F.; Vachier, F.; Durech, J.; et al.

*Icarus, 224, 178 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C*

39. **KOI-200b and KOI-889b: two transiting exoplanets detected and characterized with Kepler, SOPHIE and HARPS-N**
Hebrard, G.; Almenara, J.-M.; Santerne, A.; et al.

*Astronomy & Astrophysics, 554, A114 (partly based on observations made with HARPS-N@TNG); Category: C*

38. **HAWK-I infrared supernova search in starburst galaxies**
Miluzio, M.; Cappellaro, E.; Botticella, M. T.; et al.

*Astronomy & Astrophysics, 554, A127 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D*

37. **Ultraviolet to near-infrared spectroscopy of the potentially hazardous, low delta-V asteroid (175706) 1996 FG3**
Perna, D.; Dotto, E.; Barucci, M. A.; et al.

*Astronomy & Astrophysics, 555, A62 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: C*

36. **Visible and near-infrared observations of asteroid 2012 DA14 during its closest approach of February 15th, 2013**
de Leon, J.; Ortiz, J. L.; Pinilla-Alonso, N.; et al.

*Astronomy & Astrophysics, 555, L2 (partly based on observations made with NICS@TNG); Category: C*

35. **Hot bottom burning and s-process nucleosynthesis in massive AGB stars at the beginning of the thermally-pulsing phase**

*Astronomy & Astrophysics, 555, L3 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D*

34. **A GIANO-TNG high resolution IR spectrum of the airglow emission**
Oliva, E.; Origlia, L.; Maiolino, R.; et al.

*Astronomy & Astrophysics, 555, A78 (based on observations made with GIANO@TNG); Category: E*

33. **Infrared identification of 2XMM J191043.4+091629.4**
Rodes Roca, J. J.; Torrejon, J. M.; Martinez Nunez, S.; Bernabeu, G.; & Magazzu', A.
32. **76 T dwarfs from the UKIDSS LAS: benchmarks, kinematics and an updated space density**

Burningham, B.; Cardoso, C. V.; Smith, L.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 433, 457 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and NIC@TNG); Category: D

31. **SN 2009ip a la PESSTO: No evidence for core-collapse yet**

Fraser, M.; Inserra, C.; Jerkstrand, A.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 433, 1312 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

30. **Moderately luminous type II Supernovae**

Inserra, C.; Pastorello, A.; Turatto, M.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 555, A142 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and NIC@TNG); Category: D

29. **Infrared photometry of Young Massive Clusters in the starburst galaxy NGC 4214**

Sollima, A.; Gratton, R. G.; Carretta, E.; Bragaglia, A.; & Lucatello, S.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 433, 1276 (based on observations made with NIC@TNG); Category: B

28. **Segue 3: the youngest globular cluster in the outer halo**

Ortolani, S.; Bica, E.; & Barbuy, B.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 433, 1966 (based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

27. **Additional spectra of asteroid 1996 FG3, backup target of the ESA MarcoPolo-R mission**

de Leon, J.; Lorenzi, V.; Ali-Lagoa, V.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 556, A33 (based on observations made with DOLoRes and NIC@TNG); Category: C

26. **X-ray, optical and infrared investigation of the candidate Supergiant Fast X-ray Transient IGR J18462-0223**

Sguera, V.; Drave, S. P.; Sidoli, L.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 556, A27 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

25. **NPARSEC: NTT Parallaxes of Southern Extremely Cool objects. Goals, targets, procedures and first results**

Smart, R. L.; Tinney, C. G.; Bucciarelli, B.; et al.
24. **HERschel Observations of Edge-on Spirals (HEROES). I: Far-infrared morphology and dust mass determination**

Verstappen, J.; Fritz, J.; Baes, M.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 556, A54 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

23. **Unveiling the nature of INTEGRAL objects through optical spectroscopy - X. A new multi-year, multi-observatory campaign**

Masetti, N.; Parisi, P.; Palazzi, E.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 556, A120 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

22. **Stellar population properties for a sample of hard X-ray AGNs**

Morelli, L.; Calvi, V.; Masetti, N.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 556, A135 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

21. **The dynamical status of ZwCl 2341.1+0000: a very elongated galaxy structure with a complex radio emission**

Boschin, W.; Girardi, M.; & Barrena, R.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 434, 772 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: A


Jiang, P.; Ge, J.; Cargile, P.; et al.

Astronomical Journal, 146, 65 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: D


Santos, N. C.; Sousa, S. G.; Mortier, A.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 556, A150 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

18. **Comparison of progenitor mass estimates for the type IIP SN 2012A**

Tomasella, L.; Cappellaro, E.; Fraser, M.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 434, 1636 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

17. **A multi-epoch spectroscopic study of the BAL quasar APM 08279+5255: I. C IV absorption variability**

Trevese, D.; Saturni, F. G.; Vagnetti, F.; et al.
16. **Discovery, Progenitor & Early Evolution of a Stripped Envelope Supernova iPTF13bvn**

Cao, Y.; Kasliwal, M. M.; Arcavi, I.; et al.

Astrophysical Journal, 775, L7 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

15. **A search for near infrared bands of the fullerene cation C60+ in the protoplanetary nebula IRAS 01005+7910**

Iglesias-Groth, S.; & Esposito, M.

Astrophysical Journal, 776, L2 (based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

14. **New and updated stellar parameters for 71 evolved planet hosts. On the metallicity - giant planet connection**

Mortier, A.; Santos, N. C.; Sousa, S. G.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 557, A70 (partly based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: C

13. **Particle-physics constraints from the globular cluster M5: Neutrino Dipole Moments**

Viaux, N.; Catelan, M.; Stetson, P. B.; et al.

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 558, A12 (partly based on observations made with OIG@TNG); Category: D

12. **Uncovering obscured luminous AGN with WISE**

Mateos, S.; Alonso-Herrero, A.; Carrera, F. J.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 434, 941 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

11. **Slowly fading super-luminous supernovae that are not pair-instability explosions**

Nicholl, M.; Smartt, S. J.; Jerkstrand, A.; et al.

Nature, 502, 346 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes and NICS@TNG); Category: D

10. **A catalogue of bright (K < 9) M dwarfs**

Frith, J.; Pinfield, D. J.; Jones, H. R. A.; et al.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 435, 2161 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

9. **Earthshine observations at high spectral resolution: Exploring and detecting metal lines in the Earth's upper atmosphere**

Gonzalez Merino, B.; Palle, E.; Motalebi, F.; Montanes Rodriguez, P.; & Kissler-Patig, M.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 435, 2574 (based on observations made with SARG@TNG); Category: E

8. Astrometric results of observations of mutual occultations and eclipses of the Uranian satellites in 2007
Arlot, J.-E.; Emelyanov, N. V.; Aslan, Z.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 557, A4 (partly based on observations made with OIG@TNG); Category: C

7. UB CCD photometry of the old, metal rich, open clusters NGC 6791, NGC 6819 and NGC 7142
Carraro, G.; Buzzoni, A.; Bertone, E.; & Buson, L.
Astronomical Journal, 146, 128 (based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

6. Optical Observations of PSR J0205+6449 - the next optical pulsar?
Moran, P.; Mignani, R. P.; Collins, S.; et al.
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 436, 401 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: D

5. Deep imaging of Virgo Z: not a nearby ultrafaint dwarf galaxy, but a distant compact group of galaxies
Barbuy, B.; Bica, E.; Ortolani, S.; & Lopes-Souza, A.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 559, A61 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

4. BL Lacertae identifications in a ROSAT-selected sample of Fermi unidentified objects
Masetti, N.; Sbarufatti, B.; Parisi, P.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 559, A58 (partly based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

3. An optical spectroscopic survey of the 3CR sample of radio galaxies with z
Baldi, R. D.; Capetti, A.; Buttiglione, S.; Chiaberge, M.; & Celotti, A.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 560, A81 (based on observations made with DOLoRes@TNG); Category: B

2. GIANO-TNG spectroscopy of red supergiants in the young star cluster RSGC2
Origlia, L.; Oliva, E.; Maiolino, R.; et al.
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 560, A46 (based on observations made with GIANO@TNG); Category: D

1. Colors of Jupiter's large anticyclones and the interaction of a Tropical Red Oval with the Great Red Spot in 2008
Sanchez-Lavega, A.; Legarreta, J.; Garcia-Melendo, E.; et al.
For any comments please contact Walter Boschin.